SEG/SPE Student Section *Mihajlo Pupin*

- Annual report -

**Established:**

**February 19, 2020:** SEG University of Novi Sad AGES Technical Faculty “Mihajlo Pupin” Zrenjanin Student Chapter. President: Đurica Surla.

**June 15, 2020:** SPE University of Novi Sad – “Mihajlo Pupin” Student Chapter. President: Dejan Bajić.

**Activities in 2020:**


**June 1** - Đurica Surla is the winner of the *SEG/Chevron Student leadership symposium grant (SLS)*, which enabled him to participate in the SLS program and the SEG Annual Meeting held online (not in person in Houston, Texas in the United States, 8-15 October 2020).


**November 17** – SPE Romanian Section: *Real Time Practices MWF (measurements while fracing)*. Lecturer: George Vassilellis and Panagiotis Dalamarinis (SEISMOS).

**November 23** – *Student scholarship competition*. Students of SPE/SEG chapter of University of Novi Sad and Technical Faculty “Mihajlo Pupin” were facing with the opportunity of participating in the student scholarship competition. The scholarships were funded by an anonymous donor, and there were two scholarships with value of 300$ each. In order to participate, student chapter members were requested to submit answers to three simple questions. 1. Which person in your life is your role mode? 2. Is it more important to improve yourself or help others improve? 3. What were your reasons to study in energy sector? By evaluating answers to these questions, our anonymous “Santa Claus” successfully picked 2 students to receive the scholarships!
November 25 – *Europe SPE Student Series Event.*

November 26, 2020 – *Our student chapter received 5 books (related to petroleum engineering) from Zagreb SPE.*

December 7–9 – Successfully organized following virtual events:

- VIII International Congress BIOMEDICINE AND GEOSCIENCES – INFLUENCE OF ENVIRONMENT ON HUMAN HEALTH,
- II International Students’ Workshop PUPIN MEETS NOBEL and
- I SEG/SPE Student sections Networking Workshop MEMBERS - MEET, GREET & NETWORK!

December 15 – SPE Romanian Section: *Geoscience Workflow Geology 1.0.* Lecturer: Loana Cornelia Mitrea (OMV Petrom) and Mariuca Banu (OMV Petrom).

December 21 – SPE Distinguished Lecturer: *Off-shore gas production from the North Adriatic.* Lecturer: Prof. Dr. Vladislav Brkić (University of Zagreb).

December 22 – *About Russia in Russian (О России по-русски).* Lecturer: Tanzilya Kausarovna Gilmudtinova (Kobe University, Japan). The lecture was about Russian culture and Russian holiday atmosphere which the lecturer nicely explained. This was a first lecture by our student chapter which was organized in cooperation with our Russian language Professor, Mila Đuričić from our Faculty. Students had the opportunity to freely discuss anything about Russian culture with the lecturer, but also to work on their communication skills using the Russian language, which was of great significance for their improvement.

December 24 – *Today we talk about... Scientific Technological Center of NIS Gazprom Neft.* Lecturers: Sergei Petrenko and Artem Polivaho (STC, NIS). Two experts and executives, from STC of NIS Gazprom Neft held a lecture for our students which introduced them to the National Industry of Serbia. All results and future projects and activities of the company were summarized and explained. Students from the entire region joined the lecture which was one of the longest and most intense we had, with active discussion between participants at the end.

**Activities in 2021:**

January 22 – SPE Zagreb: *Offshore hydrocarbon production.* Lecturer: Prof. Dr. Zdenko Krišttafor (University of Zagreb).

February 3 – SPE Romanian Section: *Completion Engineering the Building Blocks of Wells.* Lecturer: Jovan Stojkovski (OMV).
**February 17** – SPE Distinguished Lecturer: *Using Scenario Planning for Decision Making in the Energy Industry.* Lecturer: Henk J. Krijnen *(Navlncerta).*

**February 24** – SPE Romanian Section: *Well Logging the Key to Understanding Reservoirs.* Lecturer: Bernardo Montell *(Halliburton).*

**February 24, 2021** – AGES Distinguished Lecturer: *How to plan PhD and career after finishing your PhD.* Lecturer: Magdalena Marković Juhlin (Doctorand at the Uppsala University, Sweden).

**March 3, 2021** – Students for students Program: *Today we talk about... Minerals.*

All activities of the Student section are announced at:

*Instagram:* https://www.instagram.com/novisadpupin.spe/

*Facebook:* https://www.facebook.com/novisadpupin.spe

*LinkedIn:* https://www.linkedin.com/company/university-of-novi-sad-spe-student-chapter

Prof.Dr. Snežana Komatina, Faculty advisor  

March 8, 2021